Year 8 Exam
Information
Booklet

Year 8 English exam
What will the exam look like?
READING PAPER INFORMATION:
There will be a passage from a book to read and four questions
Q1. Finding explicit and implicit information (4 marks -5 mins)
Q2. Commenting on writer’s language (8 marks – 10 mins)
Q3. Commenting on how the passage is put together (structure) (8 marks – 10 mins)
Q4. Evaluating texts (considering someone’s opinion about a text) (20 marks – 20 mins)
WRITING PAPER INFORMATION:
You will have a choice of two questions on writing a story. You choose one to do, plan, write it and
check it.

What skills will I be tested on?
READING
Read a passage and answer questions.

WRITING
Write a story.

Useful Revision Sources:
BBC Bitesize: http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/subjects/z3kw2hv
From Reading section: sentences, paragraphs, structure, character, atmosphere and setting.
From Writing section: sentences, structure and paragraphs, preparing and drafting, writing
to describe.
www.englishbiz.co.uk
OTHER RESOURCES





Your planner has some useful sections for English
Pocket Powers GCSE Revision booklet
Your exercise books
Revision guides for KS3 are available from bookshops

Year 8 Maths exam
What will the exam look like?
You will have one paper lasting 1 hour in length.

What topics will I need to revise?
A full revision list for each paper will be posted on Show My Homework.

What skills will I be tested on?
Number, Algebra, Geometry, Statistics and Probability will be tested.

Useful Revision Sources:
Hegarty Maths
BBC Bitesize Maths

Year 8 Science exam
What will the exam look like?
 The exam will be a similar style to the end of term tests.
 The questions will be mixed topics and the level of difficulty increases as you
go through the exam paper.

What topics will I need to revise?
 Ms Bahk has assigned you end of year revision checklists on SMH.
 There is a checklist for each unit completed this year
 Any of this information can be assessed so make sure you revise it all.

What skills will I be tested on?
 Scientific vocabulary, investigation, interpreting data, diagrams,
calculations and general knowledge

Useful Revision Sources:






BBC Bitesize Science
Kerboodle resources (Activate 2 digital textbook will be available shortly)
Revision question worksheet on SMH
Detailed checklist per topic on SMH
Notes in exercise books

Year 8 History exam
What will the exam look like?
The exam will last for one hour.
There will be three questions in total.
Questions 1a and 1b will require you to use your knowledge to explain something.
Question 2 will be a mini essay question where you will be required to write a short essay
(four to five paragraphs) using your own knowledge to explain. You will be given some hints
on what to include in your answer.

What topics will I need to revise?
You need to revise the topic 'The reign of Elizabeth I' This includes:How Elizabeth dealt with the problems which she faced including:
1. The question of marriage
2. The question of religion
3. The problem of Mary, Queen of Scots
The events of the Spanish Armada
Reasons why the Spanish Armada failed

What skills will I be tested on?
Your knowledge of the key individuals in this topic
Your understanding of why Elizabeth I was a successful monarch
Your ability to analyse the reasons why something happened
Your ability to explain links between different reasons & evaluate which was most
important.
Your ability to structure an extended piece of writing using effective paragraphs

Useful Revision Sources:
As well as using your class notes, your teacher will provide you with a revision sheet with
key information on the reign of Elizabeth I.
On request, your teacher will also give you copies of the relevant section in the textbook

.

Year 8 Geography exam
What will the exam look like?
The exam will be in the format of a booklet for the students to write their answers in.
The exam will take approximately 45 minutes to complete.
There will be a mixture of question styles- including short-response (tick the correct box or complete
the missing word), and some longer-response questions (explaining processes or features).

What topics will I need to revise?
The topics will include:
 Population definitions and world population figures
 Sparsely and densely populated areas
 Natural Increase: birth rate and death rate
 The factors affecting population growth
 Reasons why LICs have higher birth rates
 Migration: push and pull factors
 Mexico to USA migration
 Location of the tropical rainforest
 Climate graphs
 Deforestation of the tropical rainforest
 Earthquakes and volcanoes: plate boundaries
 Primary and secondary effects of earthquakes
 How to reduce the impacts of earthquakes

All of these topics are in the students’ exercise books.

What skills will I be tested on?
The exam will test the students’ recall skills, map skills, and explanation skills. Spelling, punctuation
and grammar will also be assessed in the marking.

Useful Revision Sources:
Classwork exercise book
BBC Bitesize is a useful website to use. The students should choose the KS3 Geography section and
look under the Population, Ecosystems and Natural hazards heading.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education

Year 8 MFL Exam
What will the exam look like?
It is a writing test that covers all the topics and vocabulary seen during this year.
Q1: Describe a photo using three sentences (Make sure there is at least a verb)
Q2: Write a text of a minimum of 40 words (but longer texts will be rewarded) about a topic
covered in class.
Q3: A translation. You will have to translate 5 sentences from English into
French/German/Spanish.

What topics will I need to revise?
You need to know all that your teacher has taught you this year.




Topics
Vocabulary
Structures

What skills will I be tested on?
This is your writing test. Earlier in the year you have done a Listening test, a Speaking test and, more
recently, a Reading test. This completes all four skills.

Useful Revision Sources:
Linguascope.com
Your text book which is available in any of the school computers: Start/All programs/Heinemann/KS3
French, German or Spanish.
All your notes, practice questions and tests that your teacher has given to you this year.

Year 8 Art exam
What will the exam look like?


Part 1 of the exam will be a 2 hour observational drawing test from an image provided.



Part 2 of the exam will be a written test.

What topics will I need to revise?



Colour theory
The formal elements and definitions

What skills will I be tested on?
Drawing section
 Drawing skills
 Composition and scale
 Tonal application
Written section
 Your understanding of the formal elements – what they mean and how they are used in Art
 How to mix primary/ secondary/ tertiary colours
 The definitions of culture and identity (the projects studied this year)
 Measuring out facial features

Useful Revision Sources:



Use the back page of your sketchbook for the definitions and visual examples. This sheet was
provided to you at the start of the year.
Practise your observational drawing skills.

Equipment
Bring at least 2 pencils (2b&4b) and an eraser/ sharpener to your exam please.
You can bring a number of sketching pencils if you have them.

Year 8 Citizenship exam
What will the exam look like?
 The exam will last for 50 minutes.
 There will be 3 sections to the exams each focused on a different Citizenship
skill.
 Sections 1 and 2 will be short questions focusing on knowledge and
understanding.
 The 3rd section will require the student to give their own opinion on an issue
supported by reasoned and sustained knowledge and understanding.

What topics will I need to revise?






Human Rights
Democracy and Government
The Media
Animal Rights
Global Organisations

What skills will I be tested on?
 Knowledge and understanding of Citizenship keywords
 The ability to apply Citizenship concepts, terms and issues to case studies
 The ability to analyse and evaluate evidence in the concept of Citizenship

Useful Revision Sources:
 Notes from class work
 Past class assessments and reviews of those
 Revision worksheets (will be provided in revision lesson)

Year 8 Dance exam
What will the exam look like?
The exam will have two sections.
Section A will be questions on choreography and the key terminology we have learnt.
Section B will have questions on the professional work we have studied called
Artificial Things.

What topics will I need to revise?
Key terminology that we have been using in lessons and key information on Artificial
Things.

What skills will I be tested on?
Your knowledge of key words and key points from Artificial Things.
You will be expected to answer in full sentences.

Useful Revision Sources:
There will be a revision on Show My Homework
Students will be given example questions for homework in the lead up to the
examination.

Year 8 Drama exam
What will the exam look like?
Students will perform a soap opera style performance which they have developed
during lessons.
This will be a practical exam which will be performed as part of a group during
lessons.

What topics will I need to revise?
Characterisation, use of voice, gestures and body language.

What skills will I be tested on?
Characterisation, crosscutting, tension and use of voice

Useful Revision Sources:
Character sheets
Previous work completed and next steps set.

Year 8 Food Exam
What will the exam look like?
Food:
Multiple choice questions and knowledge recall questions
Evaluation of a food product cooked to far
*You will need to use a calculator in the exam

What topics will I need to revise?
Food: Sensory vocabulary to describe food products
Eat well plate
Diet related illnesses

What skills will I be tested on?
Food:
Show an understanding of healthy eating and the food groups shown on the eatwell plate
Show and apply knowledge of healthy diets for a range of age groups
Use of sensory vocabulary to create a star diagram to evaluate food products
Show and apply knowledge of equipment and how it is used
Show and apply knowledge of ingredients and their function
The ability to multiply the required amount and costs of ingredients when increasing the
number of portions to be cooked.

Useful Revision Sources:
Food and Textiles
Revision slide show will be available on Show My Homework

Year 8 ICT exam
What will the exam look like?
Length: 40 minutes
Exam will take place on the computer with mixture of multiple choice and
written answers

What topics will I need to revise?
Publications (Creating logo, Leaflets, Teaser Video)
Programming (Scratch – creating code using various blocks knowing what they
do)

What skills will I be tested on?
Publications
 Firework Vector Tools and Bitmap tools used to making an image.
 Differences between Vector and Bitmap images
 What makes a good logo
 Publisher Tools used to make a leaflet.
 What makes a good leaflet?
 What is a House Style?
 Movie Maker Tools used to make a movie.
 What are the Different audio and video formats
 Why do we compress file sizes
Scratch
 Symbols used in Flowcharts.
 Reading blocks of code and what the outputs are.
 Knowing the different blocks of code and what they do.
 To be able to write Blocks of Code

Useful Revision Sources:
Your own work and teacher presentations from Public Drive
BBC Bitesize
Teach-ICT

Year 8 Music exam
What will the exam look like?
50 minutes (listening and written).

What topics will I need to revise?
Understand, spell and describe the following terms:
Dynamics, Tempo, Pitch, Timbre, Texture, Rhythm, Structure, and Tonality.
Hear and identify the difference in tonality and texture.
Other terms needed:
Piano (P) – soft, Mezzo (M) – Medium, Forte (F) – Loud, crescendo – gradually
getting louder, diminuendo – gradually getting softer. Legato – smooth,
staccato – bouncy.
Understand and know the history and structure of the Twelve Bar Blues
Identify what notes are sharp and flat on the five lines and spaces of the
treble clef.
Know how to make the notes of the chords using the major and minor
formulas.
Know the signs, symbols, and names of the rhythm notes and how long they
last for.

What skills will I be tested on?
Listening/Aural, vocabulary, and theoretical knowledge of instruments, history
of The Blues.

Useful Revision Sources:
Practice your listening skills with online games such as:

http://missmonaghansmusic.wixsite.com/music

Year 8 Product Design Exam
What will the exam look like?
Multiple choice questions and knowledge recall questions
A drawing question worth 15 marks
A designing and annotation question
*You will need to use a calculator in the exam

What topics will I need to revise?
Tools and their uses, convert mm to cm, drawing techniques, Health and safety risk assessments,
Fabrics and Fibres, Wood and man-made boards

What skills will I be tested on?
Use of technical terms and vocabulary to describe uses of tools, machinery, and equipment
Show and apply knowledge of equipment and how it is used
Show and apply knowledge of materials and embellishment
The ability to draw accurately without a ruler and render surfaces with different levels of
tone depending on the light source
The ability to multiply and price the required amount of materials needed when increasing
the number of products to be made.

Useful Revision Sources:
Revision slide show for both subjects will be available on Show My Homework
Technologystudent.com

Year 8 Religious Studies exam
What will the exam look like?
You will complete a 40 minute test during one of your lessons that will cover a
variety of skills and knowledge.

What topics will I need to revise?
The Problem of Evil and Suffering

What skills will I be tested on?
Keywords and vocabulary
Giving examples
Your knowledge of a Biblical story
Explaining your opinions
Giving reasons for opposing views

Useful Revision Sources:
Reflection 3 textbook
Your class exercise book
Your teacher

